CASE STUDY
CHALFONT PRODUCTS CHOOSE FULLERS LOGISTICS

Fullers Logistics provide a warehousing, logistics and fulfilment
service to Chalfont Products; a well-established agent, merchant and
distributor of food packaging of distinction.

Over the past 27 years Chalfont Products have provided top quality packaging of over 1500
products which range from paper baking cases, cake boxes, foil trays and film products to
bags and raw material. They represent various factories in the UK and across Europe.

OVERVIEW

Fullers provide Chalfont Products with a multi-channel fulfilment solution, which includes
product storage, pick and despatch. In addition to this, as Chalfont Products are an
expanding company, it is essential that they have instant availability to the warehouse
storage space when required and can scale up or down as customer demand changes.

We have been working with Fullers for over 9 years. In the food industry it is imperative that any
packaging is stored in a clean environment.
Fullers have an SQF (Safe Quality Food) certified warehouse and the right resources in place to
provide this service to us. Their electric forklift trucks give us peace of mind that our packaging
will be delivered unsoiled. We are confident that our products will arrive with our customers in
good condition, which is so important in the food industry.
Managing Director, Chalfont Products | https://chalfontproducts.com

www.fullers-logistics.com/

Packaging provides protection for food products during storage and shipping. In many
instances the pack needs to be made in such a way that it attracts customers to make a
purchase. Such packs require delicate handling and storage. Fullers Logistics’ exceptional
flexibility accommodates this.

CHALLENGE

Fullers has an excellent understanding of our business needs. They are organised, efficient,
flexible and cost effective. The team are helpful and friendly, and we have never had a reason
to look elsewhere or query the service they provide to us. We are a good match.
Managing Director, Chalfont Products | https://chalfontproducts.com

“We offer delicate handling that eliminates contamination from the warehouse environment”
All aspects of Chalfont Products’ operation are carried out to ensure protection of the
packaging they supply. “As we already work with a number of household names in the food
industry, we were in a unique position to offer Chalfont Products a scalable solution and
maintain regular communication to ensure expectations are being exceeded.” explains Fullers
Logistics Divisional Managing Director, Tony Dempsey

RESULTS

WE ARE FULLERS LOGISTICS
Providing end-to-end multi-channel fulfilment and distribution servcies.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss your requirements please get in touch

01753 519 000

info@fullers-logistics.com

fullers-logistics-limited

